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Scope and Objectives

Project scope
 Review technical literature on effects of environmental conditions (ECs) 

on human performance
 An extension of NUREG/CR-5680, The Impact of Environmental 

Conditions on Human Performance, Volumes 1 and 2 (1994)
 Consider environmental conditions that could occur during a flood and 

the manual actions (MAs) taken to prepare/respond

Research objectives
 Develop a framework for assessing the impact of ECs on human 

performance of manual actions for flood protection and mitigation 
 Develop a technical literature review on effects of ECs on human 

performance
 Develop a proof-of-concept method for EC impact assessment
 Identify approaches to using literature review results in the EC impact 

assessment method
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Characterizing Manual Actions with 
Performance Demands
 Performance demands are the physical and/or cognitive exertions required 

by a human operator.
 We developed a taxonomy of performance demands by integrating 

performance capabilities from NUREG/CR-5680 (Echeverria et al. 1994), 
taxons (O’Brien et al. 1992), and
cognitive functions in NUREG-2114
(Whaley et al. 2013). 

 We used performance demands to
characterize actions for assessing
the impact of ECs on operator
performance.

Performance Demands
• Detecting and Noticing
• Understanding
• Decision Making
• Action – fine motor
• Action – gross motor
• Action – other neurophysiological 

functions
• Teamwork – reading and writing
• Teamwork – oral communication
• Teamwork – crew interaction

9 Performance 
Demands
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Technical Literature Review on
Environmental Conditions 
A key component of the project is the development of a 

comprehensive technical literature review on ECs pertinent to 
flood protection and mitigation.

The literature review updated the information on ECs included 
in NUREG/CR-5680 and included additional ECs:

1.Vibration 7. Wind
2.Noise 8. Precipitation
3.Heat 9. Standing and moving water
4.Cold 10. Ice and snowpack
5.Lighting 11. Lightning
6.Humidity

11 Environmental 
Conditions
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Literature Review Approach: Example of 
Standing and Moving Water 
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Leveraging Literature Review for Impact 
Assessment

Four Levels of Information

1. Quantitative information that is directly applicable to determining the quantitative impact of 
an EC on a performance demand and can be directly used to support the proof-of-concept 
approach.

2. Quantitative information that is of some applicability in determining the degree impact of an 
EC on a performance demand (e.g., in some cases, EC severity limits may be available - below 
a lower limit, there is no discernible impact and above an upper limit, an operator cannot 
perform an activity at all).  Under certain assumptions regarding the variation of impacts with 
changing severity between the two limits, this information might be used with the proof-of-
concept model to provide useable information.

3. Qualitative information.  General agreement exists that the EC affects a performance demand, 
but the measured impacts are not reported in literature, not even for limits.  A performance 
demand may also be affected because a critical cognitive function is primarily impaired.  This 
information might be used to inform a sensitivity analysis using the proof-of-concept model.

4. No information (i.e., a literature gap).

 Information identified from the literature review was classified 
into 4 categories in terms of what level of information is 
available and how it might be used in impact assessment. 
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Example of Literature Review Summary
Table – Standing and Moving Water
For each EC, the available literature was summarized by 

performance demands and coded based on the 4 levels of 
information. 
Performance Requirements for Standing/Moving
Water

Level of 
Information 
Related to 
Impacts

Assumptions 
and Limitations 
on Applicability

Detection and Noticing
Attention, memory, vigilance, switching, acuity, perception 
and threshold perception 

3 (b)

Sensation and visual recognition 3 (b)
Understanding 
Pattern recognition, discrimination, understanding, 
evaluating, hypothesizing, diagnosing, and integrating

3 (b)

Decision Making
Reasoning, computation, interpreting, classifying, goal 
setting, planning, adapting, and evaluating and selecting 
options

3 (b)

Action
Fine motor skills - discrete and motor continuous, and 
manual dexterity

3 (b)

Gross motor skills - heavy and light 1 (a)
Other neurophysiological functions 3 (b)
Teamwork
Reading and writing 3 (b)
Oral face-to-face and electronic communication 3 (b)
Cooperation, crew interaction, and command and control 3 (b)

(a) Toppling risk is very quantifiable for models, but any individual’s toppling tendency may depend on additional factors including
fitness, loose or form fitting clothing, shoe gripping abilities, etc.

(b) It can be assumed that once an individual topples in moving water, none of the other manual or cognitive tasks will be possible.

1 = Quantitative information that is 
directly applicable to determining the 
quantitative impact of an EC on a 
performance demand and can be 
directly used to support the proof-of-
concept approach.
3 = Qualitative information

 Information 
levels were not 
cleanly cut and 
expert judgment 
was used to 
make coding 
decisions.
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Example of Level 2 EC Information in 
Literature – Heat
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Example of Level 1 Information in
Literature – Standing and Moving Water on Human 
Performance

Critical flow velocity 
for toppling, Uc

Safe flow velocity for 
toppling, Uct= 0.5 Uc

Safe walking velocity
SWV=max(Uct-V, 0)

hf is depth of water

hp is responder height

mp is responder mass

α, β, a1, b1, a2, b2 are 
constants

ρf is density of water
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Example of the Effect of Standing and Moving 
Water on Human Performance

Distance from Point A to Point B = 1,000 m
Flood water surface elevation: 204.8 m Flood water surface elevation: 207.8 m

ER is triggered when river reaches 205.4 m. Responder’s task is to retrieve a piece 
of equipment from Point B to Point A. The responder is initially at Point A.
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Example of the Effect of Standing and Moving 
Water on Human Performance
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Example of the Effect of Standing and Moving 
Water on Human Performance

Baseline 
walking 

time

0:00:00

0:20:00

0:32:11

1:12:21

1:48:13

1:51:48

1:55:07

1:58:41

ER action is triggered when river reaches 205.4 m 
(673.8 ft) NAVD88; Responder is at Point A

Responder assembles toolkit and retrieves keys

Responder starts walking from Point A to Point B

Responder reaches Point B

Responder walks on dry path

Responder isolates and 
disconnects the equipment

Responder starts walking from Point B back to Point A

Responder walks on inundated path

Responder walks on dry path

ER action is completed

Timeline of the Example Emergency Action 
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Insights from Reported Experimental Data to 
Develop a Simple Metric
Product Number

PN = Uc x hf
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Conclusion

Existing research findings can be leveraged to provide the 
technical basis for detailed impact quantification for some 
ECs based on the research literature

For walking under flowing water, research suggests that both
 a rapid evaluation approach (i.e., PN < 0.3) may be used as a simple 

metric to assess responders’ safety
 a detailed quantitative evaluation on the effect of transit time can be 

performed using dynamic flood characteristics
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Directions for Future Research 

Adapting the model to account for both primary and 
secondary EC impacts on performance

Modeling complexity in task sequence and crew performance
Expanding the approach to model the time it takes to recover 

from critical operator errors
Modeling effects of multiple, simultaneously-occurring ECs
Modeling the effects of dynamic ECs  
Address uncertainties in model parameters
Addressing additional factors (e.g., fatigue, stress, and 

learning) that might influence performance
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Questions?
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Contact Information

Rajiv Prasad
509-375-2096
Rajiv.Prasad@pnnl.gov

Meredith Carr
301-415-6322
Meredith.Carr@nrc.gov
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